In international business dealings, we inevitably encounter problems arising from cultural obstacles, which in business dealings influence us greatly. However, the influence of cultural barriers can be decreased by the role of friends in business dealings. Also, the discussion of the "friend" roles of The Analects gives us theoretical basis for helping us to overcome cultural barriers. Previous research has showed that nowadays business dealings are affected by cultural obstacles, but it is found that the "friend" roles of The Analects can help us, to some extent, to remove the obstacles in business dealings. This paper cited many examples of the "friend" roles of The Analects, and their excellent characters are illustrated. These characters help us to promote the common cause, strengthen business relations, extend the partnership, and enjoy the cooperation in business dealings. Therefore, according to the "friend" roles of The Analects, we can stimulate "catalytic functions" in business dealings.
by enhancing collaboration, mitigating competition and exchanging information. The network of friends among hotel managers proves that friendships are more likely to be cultivated between competitors. Furthermore, the commercial capital exchange between friends provides a good foundation for the construction of business contacts. Meanwhile, friends in business dealings also play a major role in the field of their social life. At the same time, Ingram and Zou (2008) also recognize that business friendship has a strong guiding role in the career development, and can help people to develop better in their careers. The friends of modern business people are a combination of business and life, and the combination of these two fields can promise a better effect of friendships. So, it is vital to develop a good friendship in business dealings.
These papers demonstrate the definition of the "friend" roles in detail and their contemporary values in The Analects, but they lack a combination with real life and business. Therefore, more examples of the "friend" roles in business dealings need to be demonstrated. In the current business interaction process, the obstacles caused by cultural differences will affect normal business dealings. Moreover, culture-affected businesses need correct value orientation to guide their business contacts, such as maintaining a sincere attitude. Moreover, in recent years, scholars have begun to pay attention to fostering the friendship in business dealings, and they also found that the friendship can help to approve the positive effects in business dealings. Therefore, the "friend" roles in The Analects can be applied to the current business contacts. Especially the multi-ethnic cultural exchanges today. The increased intercultural conflicts can be solved by the "friend" roles in The Analects. In this regard, the "friend" roles in The Analects can be applied to business dealings owing to its "catalytic functions". In summary, we can solve the obstacles caused by cultural differences in today's business dealings by the "friend" roles of The Analects.
The Roles of "Friend" Explained in The Analects
"A father is a treasure, a brother is a comfort, but a friend is both". This is the friends' importance that we learn from an English idiom. At the same time, in ancient China, Confucius paid much attention to this character of friend, and also in The Analects friend was placed in a very high position. And an ancient Chinese saying also says that "take history and friends as a mirror". Thus, it is clear for us that friends are very important and also it is very necessary for us to know about the roles of "friend" explained in The Analects.
The Definition of the "Friend" Roles
Friend is a historical concept that presents different practical connotations in different historical periods.
So it is necessary to know what contemporary friend means. As we all know, a newly met stranger we may call him friend, and our lover is our friend, and also friend can be the person with whom we have spent a precious get-together. Friend has become a common word nowadays. But meanings are not the same in ancient China, the word "peng you" which means friend in English have two different concepts (Zhong, 2015, p. 23) . "peng" is the person whom we studied with under the same tutor, and "you" is the www.scholink.org/ojs/index.php/selt Studies in English Language Teaching Vol. 7, No. 4, 2019 480
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person whom we met in our daily life. So, the phrase "peng you" has a wider meaning than what we mean by "friend" in modern society.
The Function of the "Friend" Roles

Friendship and Common Cause
The "friend" roles can do much help in promoting our daily conduct and help us to become an educated man, and through friends we can promote our common cause.
Example 1, Master Zeng said, "Exemplary persons attract friends through their refinement, and through their friends promote consummate conduct (ren)" (Analects 12.24) (Roger & Henry, 1998) .
In other words, the example means to achieve our own benevolence, we must make friends with the person who has such good conduct. In our daily life, we are always affected by our surroundings, and such an exemplary friend with good conduct can not only help us in promoting our conduct and benevolence, but also can give us instruction of becoming such a person.
Friendship-The Constitutive Nature of Relations
Also, The Analects mentions that we can promote our conduct by everything that deserves our learning from our friends.
Example 2,
The Master said, "In strolling together with just two other persons, I am bound to find a teacher in their company. Identifying their strengths, I follow them, and identifying their weaknesses, I reform myself accordingly" (Analects 7.22) (Roger & Henry, 1998) .
This example tells us that the strengths and weaknesses in friends we can find can both help us to become a better person. In such a learning atmosphere, Confucius was happy to make friends. And because of his active emotion in making friends, he became a great philosopher and made a profound effect on constructing our Chinese national spirit. Furthermore, we can find that many optimistic and active people are good at making friends, and those with great conduct are making friends with everyone he has met. So, by making friends, we can learn much more and promote ourselves into a better version.
Attracting our Friends by Excellence
Moreover, making friends can help our society to achieve a natural harmony. For our own, making friends can help us to gather more resources that we need from excellent people, and as an excellent person, we make friends easily. harmonious society can't be built by one person, and everyone in the society needs to contribute his effort. With a determined effort, we can make ourselves more excellent and make more contribution with our friends to the world.
Pleasure of Being with Friends
Friends can reduce our stress and assure us of better mental health. It is a delightful thing that we have friends visit us.
Example 4, Confucius remarked, "it is indeed a pleasure to acquire knowledge and, as you go on acquiring, to put into practice what you have acquired. A greater pleasure still it is when friends of congenial minds come from afar to seek you because of your attainments. But he is truly a wise and good man who feels no discomposure even when he is not noticed of men" (Analects 1.1) (Roger & Henry, 1998) .
Therefore, whenever Confucius sees "a friend come from afar", he will have a kind of pleasure in his heart. It is truly good and happy to meet a friend. Thus, through this kind of pleasure of making friends, one can really have better mental health. Meanwhile, we can know more about ourselves by our friends.
Also, through an interaction with our friends we can gain much more happiness than we are alone, and such kind of happiness is a natural one, beyond utilitarianism. In daily life, we need love from our friends, and such kind of love can give us a pure happiness.
Implications of Making Friends
Now we have noticed the function of the "friend" roles, but we still don't know how to make a friend,
and what kind of friend should we choose. In the beginning, we need to know what Confucius told us about how to choose a friend.
How to Evaluate a Friend
Example 5, The Master said: "Having three kinds of friends will be a source of personal improvement;
having three other kinds of friends will be a source of personal injury. One stands to be improved by friends who are true, who make good on their word, and who are broadly informed; one stands to be injured by friends who are ingratiating, who feign compliance, and who are glib talkers.
(Analects 16.4)" (Roger & Henry, 1998).
As we can see from the context, a good friend is the person who is honest, right-minded and broadly informed, and bad friends are those who always say good things, showing gracious expressions, but actually they are doing dishonest practices secretly, being a flatterer to others.
Example 6, Confucius remarked, "with plausible speech and fine manners will seldom be found moral character" (Analects 1.3) (Roger & Henry, 1998).
Confucius' judgement helps us to evaluate a friend properly. 
How to be a Good Friend
First of all, we need to be frank and open.
Example 7,
The Master said, "My young friends, you think that I have something hidden away, but I do not.
There is nothing I do that I do not share with you-this is the person I am" (Analects 7.24) (Roger & Henry, 1998) .
This refers to the inner sincerity and integrity. We make friends with honest people; in the same way,
we also should open our heart and not conceal anything to our friends. People can hardly do this in present society. But Confucius demanded him and his disciples to act frankly. This has achieved a truly equal status between the students and Confucius, and promoted a more harmonious relationship between them. The teaching relationship broke the traditional one, being more like the exchanges between friends. Confucius taught the recognition of honesty to the students, and also equally exchanged with his students, which established a harmonious relationship between friends at the same time. In nowadays life, if we lost our honesty, we just lost our principle of being a man, and also it will be hard for us to stay well in our society, because nobody will trust us and we will lose our faith at that time.
Last but not least, we should try to take a helpful and respectful attitude. Once upon a time, a friend of Confucius died, and since he had no relatives, nobody was responsible for his burial. Then Confucius said: "The funeral will be done by me". Confucius tried his best to aid his friend even after he died. Confucius thought that we need to learn how to respect ourselves and others. It is obvious that if we don't respect ourselves, we can hardly expect others to respect us. For constructing our confidence and personality, it is essential for us to respect ourselves. Respecting others is also respecting ourselves in another way. And we can gain others' trust and respect by respecting others.
To sum up, we should recognize the difference between good friends and bad friends. And we should stay close to good friends, because we can learn much from them and improve ourselves profoundly.
For bad ones, we should keep away from them, because they may influence us not only in our behavior but also in our thought. According to The Analects, we also have to know how to be a good friend. In
The Analects, Confucius has mentioned that integrity, keeping our promises, being honest, and an attitude of respect are very essential for us to be a good friend. If we can follow these guidelines, we can attract more good people to be our friends, and also, we can improve ourselves profoundly.
"Catalytic Functions" of the "Friend" Roles of The Analects in Business Dealings
With development of globalization, business communication has entered a new stage of development-exchanges between countries have become increasingly frequent. There are much more Chinese companies conducting foreign-related business than before, and there are much more people leaving the country or staying in China attending cross-cultural business communication. Since English is a universal language in the world, domestic merchants mostly use English as a communication medium in multinational business.
Interpersonal Relationship in Business Dealings
Focusing on improving our English skills, we always neglect our cultural differences between two negotiations can increase the difficulty of international business negotiations. So ways must be worked out to solve these problems.
Friends in Business Dealings
Friendship in business dealings is becoming increasingly common. Business friendship is a friendship that is combined with business relationships: market competitors, buyers or suppliers, colleagues within the organization, or actors occupying similar positions in different organizations or markets, and thus may provide useful business information for each other.
The Functions of Friends in Business Dealings
First of all, friends in business dealings can bring us plenty of good advantages. First of all, friends in business can bring us trust. As we treat a business person as our friend, which means we did plenty of communication with him, and since we know more about that friend, we will trust him more in business dealings, and we will be more confident in conducting business with him and will further promote cooperation with business friends.
Secondly, friends in business can improve our business information exchange. Such exchange of information is very fast. Once we have determined that someone has become our business friend, we have a feeling for him, and as we know much about him, we know what he needs. In this regard, we will inform him fast and more comprehensively. As soon as this favorable business information for him comes out. The help between friends is an interaction. After we have helped our business friends one time, they will repay us next time.
Thirdly, friends in business can bring us initiative. Once we become friends with our business partner, we will want to know more about him, such as what his specific job is, what he does need in business dealings, and what benefit he can give me, etc. After knowing the information of this friend, we can realize that we can help each other in business dealings through our friend relationship. This kind of help is reciprocal. As we recognize this advantage, we will be more proactive in understanding each other, and will be more active in helping business friends.
Fourthly, friends in business can bring us improvement and profit in our business. A friendship case in business field proved this fact. "The performance implications of the friendship-network structure within the Sydney hotel industry, with performance being the yield (i.e., revenue per available room) of a given hotel (Paul, 2000, pp. 3-87) . This shows that friendships with competitors lead to dramatic improvements in hotel yields. Performance is further improved if a manager's competitors are his friends, illustrating the benefit of cohesive friendship networks. It is through this mutual competition among friends that we can improve our ability much more quickly and thence bring significant benefits to our business activities.
These massive advantages maintain a key factor in business dealings.
Making Friends in Business Dealings by Adhering to the Guidelines in The Analects
The Analects has already told us how to evaluate friends and make friends in our daily life. Then we should just follow the guidelines in the book in making business friends.
At the beginning, we need to learn how to evaluate the friends in business dealings, where good friends should be of integrity. They keep their promises and also have an attitude of respect. Meanwhile, good business friends have good qualities, such as sincerity, integrity, and they can be honest with their friends. At the same time, these good business friends will keep their promises and be aware of their shortcomings and mistakes, and they are tolerant. Last but not the least, these good business partners know how to respect others as well as themselves.
Then, we need to know how to be a good friend in business dealings. The Analects gives us plenty of suggestions, and we can apply them to nowadays business dealings. First of all, we need to behave ourselves with integrity in business dealings. Keeping integrity in business dealings requires us not to do things against morality, rules, or even the law. Especially when conducting business dealings with our business partners, we can't do things in favor of our partner apparently, but actually do bad things that hurt the interests of our business partners. Doing such violations of morality, rules, and even law will not only hurt the interests and feelings of our business partners, but also will hurt our own character, reputation, and interests. Only with an integrity can we establish a positive personal brand, and we are able to make good business friends. Secondly, we should keep our promises and be honest.
In business dealings, we can only gain the trust of business partners by keeping our promises. If we do not keep our promises and deceive our partners in business dealings, our personal brand will be destroyed. And we will directly lose this business partner, and lose our business interests. So, it is vitally important for us to keep our promises and honest character. Thirdly, we should also try to be tolerant enough. In dealing with business affairs, we may inevitably make some mistakes, and it is very important to maintain tolerant attitude for ourselves and our business partners. We cannot blame ourselves or our partners for some small mistakes in business dealings. That is, we should learn to be considerate and to forgive others. Only when we are considerate and tolerant to ourselves as well as our business partners, will we have a big picture in business dealings. Last but not least, we should try to acquire more knowledge and get well informed in business dealings. And then we can gain more business experience. And our respectful attitude can help us attract more business partners to become our friends.
Once we have cultivated our integrity, honest personal brand in business dealings, and kept our promises and taken a tolerant and respectful attitude towards our partners, we can get more good business friends.
"Catalytic Functions" of the "Friend" Roles of The Analects in Business Dealings
Cultural differences are influencing international business dealings. Take China and America as an example. There are huge cultural differences between them. And such differences make business dealings difficult to conduct. The differences are mainly caused by two countries' different ways of thinking. The history of the United States is not so long. And it was sparsely populated 300 years ago.
Most Americans are immigrants. Thence, American individuals' survival and development must depend on their own struggles. Therefore, they cultivate plenty of special characteristics in their culture, such as individual freedom, self-reliance, equality of opportunities, competition, seeking for wealth, and hard work. In business dealings, Americans do not pay much attention to maintaining a long-term interpersonal relationship and they talk subjects directly into the theme, because the people of America is highly mobile, and the environment and the people in contact are constantly changing. In contrast,
China has a long history, and there is a large population in a comparatively small area. For the survival in this situation, everyone was required to work together and cooperate with each other. This has formed the characteristics of collectivism in Chinese culture, which focuses on long-term cooperative relations and harmony. At the same time, China has thousands of years of regular farming habits, which makes people form a long-term way of thinking that things are usually related to each other and they always go as a circle.
Such cultural obstacles in business dealings not only occur between China and the United States, but also between China and other countries. What can we do to decrease such obstacles and make our business dealings more successful?
Promoting the Common Cause
We can implement the suggestions of making friends in business dealings according to The Analects.
Human culture has commonality, that is the moral quality of human beings. And the "friend" roles of
The Analects just explain the most fundamental moral qualities that people need.
By cultivating our integrity, the personal brand of honesty in business dealings-keeping our promises and taking a tolerant attitude towards the mistakes of our international business partners, we can get more business friends. And the most important part is to hold a respectful attitude in business dealings, that is, we need to respect ourselves, others and culture differences in business dealings.
First of all, integrity in The Analects is the basis for engaging business dealings. Only by not violating moral rules and the laws in business dealings, can we promise our interests. It is our integrity that can act as the foundation to conduct business. Secondly, honesty in The Analects can enhance our personal brand. Business dealings are inseparable from honesty. Only when we practice honesty, will it bring us the trust of others. With the trust of others, we can possibly conduct business dealings next time with them, thence to maintain our business interests. While by practicing honesty, we also need to forgive the mistakes of ourselves and others in business dealings. It is inevitable that people will make www.scholink.org/ojs/index.php/selt Studies in English Language Teaching Vol. 7, No. 4, 2019 487
mistakes. Proper forgiving will make us forget the pain of loss and focus more on our business dealings.
And being considerate can also help us to get a better business reputation, which can enhance our personal brand too. Also, only by understanding ourselves and our business partners will we gain a broader business perspective and be able to detect more business opportunities, and then we can gain more commercial benefits in business dealings. Therefore, if we have a respectful attitude, business dealings will be easier for us to conduct, and the most importance is that we respect our business relationship and our dealings. With a respectful attitude in business dealings, we can also earn others' respect and make a profit.
Confucius in
The Analects told us the most essential morality in aspects of being a moral person and making friends. And his words can truly play a "catalytic function" in business dealings.
Strengthening Business Relations
We need friends in business dealings. It is not only because that we need our friends' help, but also, we can help others and achieve our consummate conduct.
Making friends in business dealings can strengthen our business relationship. The society needs friendship to help it to promote in a positive way. Also, business dealings need friendship to help them to improve. People need friendship to gain happiness in business dealings.
Getting friends in business dealings is a prerequisite progress before we start a business relationship.
People can get more assistance from his business friends, and through friendship he can get more business information. Thence, strengthening our business relations by making friends can not only help our business be easier to conduct, but also can assure ourselves of a better prospect of business.
Extending the Partnership
Many successful business people are good at making friends, and those with great conduct are treasuring every opportunity to make friends they have met in business dealings. So did the Confucius.
He focuses on every time he can make a friend, because he holds an active attitude in making friends, believing that he can learn some good morality form his friends and remove some disadvantages as he can find in them.
We can learn much from Confucius. By making more friends in business dealings, we can not only learn more good business conducts and benevolence from them, but also find more business opportunities. Thence, we can promote ourselves into a better partnership and find more good business friends.
Enjoying the Cooperation
One should enjoy his time with friends, just as Confucius did. When Confucius saw "a friend come from afar", he would have a kind of pleasure in his heart. Similarly business men will enjoy their cooperation with their friends and business partners.
Through an interaction with our business friends we can find much more information and opportunities of business dealings than we are alone, and even more, we can find that we are not lonely in doing such business-we have friends who share the same interests with us. Enjoy the cooperation in business dealings, we can identify with our friends, and such kind of cooperation can give us a feeling of happiness. So, enjoying our cooperation in business dealings can give us more information and identification. Also, cooperation can bring us more success.
For deceasing obstacles in business dealings, we can promote the common cause by applying the principles of integrity, honesty, forgiveness and respectful attitude, so that we can build our popular personal brand. Also, strengthening business relations, extending the partnership, and enjoying the cooperation in business dealings are useful for us to cultivate much more and better business friendships. All of these great characters can perform the "catalytic functions" well in business dealings.
Conclusion
Major Findings
The study finds that cultural obstacles are affecting the progress of business dealings. After studying the "friend" roles of The Analects and the friend roles in business dealings, the author found out that we can apply the "friend" roles of The Analects into business dealings, which can perform "catalytic functions" in them.
Also, by studying the discussions of the "friend" roles in The Analects, it has been concluded that, to be a good friend, we should try to be integrate, honest, considerate and we should hold a respectful attitude to ourselves and others in our daily life. And these good characters can truly help us in business dealings, because they can help us to cultivate our personal brand and achieve business success.
Besides these, after studying the "friend" roles of The Analects, the conclusion can be drawn that we should also do some good jobs in business dealings, such as promoting the common cause, strengthening business relations, extending the partnership, and enjoying the cooperation. These are ways to implement the core value of the "friend" roles of The Analects, and such friends can carry out "catalytic functions" in business dealings.
Implications of the Study
The findings of the study show that the "friend" roles of The Analects can fulfil "catalytic functions" in business dealings. Thence, business men can try to implement good spirit into themselves to make friends with, such as integrity, honesty, consideration and a respectful attitude. And for the student we can try to learn these in our daily life too. Also, a business man should do better in some aspects, such as promoting the common cause, strengthening business relations, extending the partnership, and enjoying the cooperation, for these can help them to achieve more business success.
Limitations of the Study
The study is mainly talking about the theoretical knowledge of the "friend" roles of The Analects and business dealings, and it lacks practical implementation in business dealings. Some more practical implements may be needed to explore more about the topic.
